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“

THANKS FOR THE
GIFTS GOOGLE, BUT I’D
RATHER YOU PAID YOUR
FAIR SHARE OF TAX!

“

”

Zarah Sultana (age 26) Labour
MP for Coventry South in her
maiden speech at the House
of Commons

OUR STRUCTURE
IS UNITARY, WITH
A SINGLE P&L, AS
CLIENTS WANT
THE BEST PEOPLE
WORKING ON THEIR
BUSINESS, NOT
CARING WHERE
THEY COME FROM.
WE DON’T DO
WE BELIEVE IN SPREADING
FRAGMENTING
KNOWLEDGE TO MAKE LIFE
EARNOUTS.

”

Sir Martin Sorrell, Executive
Chairman of S4Capital
plc, in a statement during a
recent AGM. Interestingly,
when he was WPP boss,
his more than 160 operating
companies had separate
P&Ls, with no real skin in
the game.

“

BETTER FOR EVERYONE. IT’S
AT THE HEART OF GOOGLE’S
MISSION. IT’S THE MISSION
OF PUBLISHERS AND
JOURNALISTS. PUT SIMPLY,
OUR FUTURES ARE TIED
TOGETHER.

”

Sundar Pichai
CEO, Google
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How to
un-Wing a king

O

nce upon a time, in a land
far far away, lived a little
king fixated on an alternate reality curated by fabled fantasy and real-world riches.
Even though Limkokwing
University has campuses in four
different African nations, namely Namibia, Nigeria, Rwanda and

South Africa, their vision is of a
larger footprint.
74-year-old Limkokwing
thinks he is a demigod to tens
of thousands of students across
the African continent where he
has successfully expanded the
Limkokwing brand of creative
and innovative education.
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“Your untiring efforts on our behalf
have touched the hearts of us all and you
have shown true friendship and solidarity with our people and our endeavour to
transform South Africa into a free, just
and democratic country,” Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela, Nobel Laureate & First
President of South Africa.

For decades, he has been
known for being shameless in his
exhortations about himself, with
billboards and full-page ads declaring him the Icon of the World,
The Man Who Designed the Future, and so on.
But hubris may have finally
got the better of him….
So when there was a matter of
him appearing on a billboard outside his office, declaring himself
the King of Africa, his students
decided they had enough.

The billboard, which was
erected in late January, had a
large poster of Lim Kok Wing,
the founder of Limkokwing University, petting a cheetah with
the words King of Africa emblazoned above his head.
And the Black Lives Matter
movement which has gone global further propelled the billboard
into the spotlight as racism reared
its ugly head.
Samantha Chin started an online petition, which received well
over 6,000 signatures (almost 70%
of the university’s student population in Cyberjaya), to bring
the billboard down citing it condescending as it portrayed that
black people needed saving and
Limkokwing was their saviour.
A few days later Limkokwing
University issued an apology, in
particular to Sharaad C. Kuttan,
who earlier roared, “Could there
be anything more self-aggrandising, politically grotesque and
tone-deaf from an institution purportedly about higher education?
If we want to bring our higher
education sector into global disrepute this is perhaps a good first
step.”
The universty also brought the
offensive billboard down.
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For his
invaluable
contribution
to helping end
apartheid, Tan Sri
Limkokwing was
awarded South
Africa’s highest
national honour,
the ‘Order of the
Companions of
O.R. Tambo

... The billboard,
which was erected
in late January, had
a large poster of Lim
Kok Wing, the founder
of Limkokwing
University, petting
a cheetah with the
words King of Africa
emblazoned above
his head...

I digress, but there is no King
of Africa as such anymore: Swaziland’s King Mswati III is Africa’s last absolute monarch.
But probably, the most powerful African King ever was Mansa (King) Musa reigning over the
Mali Empire from 1312 to 1337.
King Musa was an extremely
powerful leader and conquered
24 cities. Both TIME and the BBC
have commented on his wealth
from a modern viewpoint, with
the BBC declaring him the richest
man of all time.
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King Musa was knowledgeable in Arabic and became the
first Muslim ruler in West Africa
to make the nearly four thousand
mile journey to Mecca.
With such unimaginable influence, wealth, and control he
would fit in comfortably into a
show like Game of Thrones today.
While Tan Sri Limkokwing
has had a illustrious career and
life, he also has the distinction of
building the World’s First Global University founded by a Lim,
a honour bestowed by The Federation of Malaysia Lim Associations.
Limkokwing is undoubtedly
the most awarded Malaysian on
the planet:
• Professor Emeritus Tan
Sri Dato’ Sri Paduka Dr
Limkokwing.
• Lord Limkokwing of
Holton UK.
• Chair of the Advisory
Board, United Nations
Global Compact Malaysia.
• Father of Responsible
Innovation & Creative
Education, Asia Pacific CSR
Council.
• Salver of Honour, World
Federation of Friends of the
United Nations.

... But probably, the
most powerful African
King ever was Mansa
(King) Musa reigning
over the Mali Empire
from 1312 to 1337.
King Musa was an
extremely powerful
leader and conquered
24 cities...
• Father of Sustainable
Creativity by Global
Responsible Business
Leadership Awards.
• Commonwealth Champions
Award by Commonwealth
Youth Council.
• Masterclass Patriotic
Leadership in Unity
Building by the Golden
Dinar Awards.
Better still, here’s the link.
Respectfully,

Kaamatan
- harvest
festival
celebrated
in Sabah
by ethnic
KadazanDusuns and
related groups in May,
culminating with a public
holiday selected by a
priestess or Bobohizan,
chief preserver of the way
of life of the KadazanDusun people.

MCO or no MCO, May and
early June is when it all
happens in East Malaysia. But with the pandemic lockdown, Astro had to
find new ways for brands
to connect during the festivals.
In Sabah, there was
no Kaamatan celebrations
but in collaboration with
Kementerian Belia dan Sukan Sabah, ERA Sabah and
Astro Prima joined forces
to bring the biggest harvest festival for Sabahans
alive through Aramaiti Di
Rumah, a 1.5-hour Stay

Home Concert, bringing a
LIVE concert into people’s
homes.
It featured many favourites local stars like Andi
Bernadee, Stacy Anam,
Zizi Kirana, Daniesh Suffian, Sugandoi Alumni, with
songs performed in the local Kadazan-Dusun dialect.
Sabahans all over Malaysia
tuned in to enjoy the cele-

P rod u c ed by H SW
along with Cindy and
HITZ’s very own Yusuf &
Asyilah, the original song
Gawai Taun Tu was released on HITZ Sarawak’s
Facebook to unite the community. The song has so
far garnered 220K video
views, 13K+ engagement
rate and has been shared
more than 3.7K times...

QUAKE QUOTE:

PREVIEW: Check out 8
cultural insights brands
should apply to win over
6.7 million Malaysians
across the South China
Sea here!

Beauty
and
culture are
timeless,
come
what
May.
brations from the comforts
of their home. Video here.
In Sarawak, Gawai was
also ‘grounded’ as people
were not able to return to
their villages to celebrate
with friends and family. So
Astro partnered with Digi
to unite the community via
music, encourage Sarawakians to carry on with the
festivities in their homes.

Gawai
Dayak religious
and social
festival in
Sarawak
on June
1 and 2
marking
the
end of the
harvesting
season. Dayak refers to
hundreds of indigenous
groups, like Iban,
Bidayuh, Kelabit,
Kenyahs, Lun Bawangs,
and more.
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NOTES TO EDITOR

Gigglelicious

“Great reading material published in the WEEKENDER that
reveals pieces like no publication.
Keep up the good work”
Chan Tjun Keat - Senior AVP of
Strategic Marketing at Astro
“The previous edition of
WEEKENDER was such a pleasure, visually and in content. It
gets better with each issue. Salute.
Each passage is done with passion.
Two columns, and subheads make
easy reading. Your ‘padan muka’
Google’s rejection, the unique audio-note to Editor, fitting farewell
to Lai Keat, made it a complete
and special ‘meal’.”
Joe D’Silva - Founder, JDS
Communications
“The history of marketing
in Malaysia has had its ups and
downs. While we want bygones
to be bygones, we also can decide
where the nation goes from here.
Ham’s exposé on The I/O Movement’s appointment by Tourism
Malaysia for a whopping RM90
million campaign is not at all undermining the agency’s capability.
No underdog wishes to be sidelined without a fair fight and I am

all for that. But if it was a fair fight,
then be transparent and show
us how the decision came about
based on the RFP. Surely that is
what good journalism does? To
raise red flags?”
Sue-Anne Lim – Managing
Director, clearstrategy.com
“Please use my moniker when
publishing this letter as I want to
protect my anonymity. Yes, I am
one of those readers of yours who
prefer hiding in the closet (no I am
not gay). I am intrigued with the
way MARKETING magazine has
pivoted (yes, I hate that word too)
into a WEEKENDER. Since you
have made good on scoops in the
industry by sharing them, I suggest readers feed you more leads
so we can keep WEEKENDER
going. On that note, can you look
into whether Google or Facebook
Malaysia can influence GE15?
We have read enough about their
tax-evasion antics globally and I
want to know if they will compromise in the face of a government
who can squeeze them by the balls
for tax purposes. Just asking. Hey,
you never know!”
PARTI Apa Aku Dapat
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Can any CEO
survive at
Star Media
Group?
THE HAMMER

A

s it happens, there is no
hotter seat in corporate
Malaysia than heading
Star Media Group (SMG).
In recent years, the spate of
departures from the “Made in
Penang” miracle tabloid that has
ruled as Malaysia’s number 1 English
daily, is alarming to put it politely.

Broken Chair is a monumental sculpture in wood by the Swiss
artist Daniel Berset, constructed by the carpenter Louis Genève
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Amidst so many leadership changes over the last
six years he has served
as Chairman, the man
undoubtedly in the
eye of the storm is
D ato’ Fu Ah Kiow
( p i c t u r e ) who inherited legacy issues
the day he joined.
F u , a ged 71, i s a
seasoned career politician, having served as
Deputy Minister at various ministries and has
been Chairman of the Board and
an Independent Non-Executive
Director since early 2014.
He is also the Chairman of
Finance Committee and Remuneration Committee for SMG. He has
been exercising his full authority in
making key decisions and sometimes overriding or reversing past
strategic decisions by respective
company heads.
Fu was appointed by Huaren,
an investment arm of political party MCA, which owns 43% of SMG.
In one case, a proxy to Fu, exercised poor judgement by undoing
compliance measures and giving
false market info to Fu resulting in
irreversible losses to one substantial subsidiary within a year.
Obviously, not many staff like

his style nor do many irate
shareholders.
Who’s the next in
line for the top job
at SMG?
You guess is as
good as mine.
While the new
government has been
busy replacing, adding, or filling leadership positions in GLCs,
the opposite seems to
be the case at the Star Media Group.
History does not lie…
The company has seen 3 CEOs
resigning from the parent company and its subsidiaries as well as
3 COOs.
The big names included radio
icon Kudsia Kahar from Star Radio,
who took SMG to industrial court
in 2015 before the case was settled
in 2018.
The COOs were Calvin Kan and
Roy Tan, both long time industry
players.
But the biggest name was
Datuk Seri Wong Chun Wai who
announced his “retirement” two
years before his contract ended.
The award-winning journalist was CEO of SMG from 20132018.
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H e h a s b e e n i n The Star for
over 36 years.
Group Chief Editor Datuk
Leanne Goh and Chief Revenue
Officer Lim Bee Leng also walked
away from their posts.
After Chun Wai retired, a
three-man committee headed
by Fu spent nine months to look
for a successor before settling on
Andreas Vogiatzakis.
But CEO Andreas Vogiatzakis
left just nine months into the job,
the same time it took to find him!
Earlier, CFO R. Ragesh quit after 25 years in the Group. He was
quickly replaced by Sam Au Chen
Sum, from another public listed
company of which Fu is a Director.
Senior Group GM for Group
Marketing Christine Chang
resigned this week.
Before Andreas, Wong Eng
Teng, who is Chief Officer of Ecosystem Implementation Company at Prudential Services Asia
opted out before signing his letter of
acceptance.
In the least 2-3 years alone,
Directors Datin Linda Ngiam and
Mr Lew Weng Ho have quit their
positions on the board.
Now the word is the current
board is not keen to look for a media-related candidate after the fall
out between Fu and ex CEOs.

While there have been shareholders who says a newspaper
must be run by a true-blue newspaper person, they forget Tony
Fernandes (who is said to be rejoining the Board) was not a pilot when he bought AirAsia with
a shiny ringgit coin on the greens
of the KLGCC, now TPC Kuala
Lumpur.
Some previous CEO like Roy
Tan and until recently Andreas Vogiatzakis may not have ink in their
veins, but they knew how to make
the media business profitable
which is the main demon that is
haunting the newspaper business.
They brought strategic, creative,
critical thinking and management
skills to SMG.
For the time being, the next annual general meeting is set to be a
stormy one as SMG’s profits have
declined gradually from 2015.
The first financial loss of SMG
has now been registered and it can
be tracked back to some overpriced
purchases of media companies by
the previous leadership.
The core issues seem to be the
role of Dato’ Fu Ah Kiow and the
loss making Dimsum.
To be fair to Fu, when he
took over in 2 0 1 4 S MG h a d
gone through a rough patch with
mushrooming competing digi-
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tal news portals distributing free
news.
He also disposed profit-lethargiccompanies companies like LITV,
Capital FM and Red FM.
The core of the losses is its video
on demand platform, Dimsum,
which has cost SMG at least
RM100million. It is believed the

loss was heaviest in 2018 and 2019.
Latest Financials for 2020
indicate a 1st Qtr loss of almost
4 million.(see table).
How to make money in the age
of Digital?
The answer lies in thinking creatively but most newspaper types
Star Media Group Berhad (10894-D)

STAR MEDIA GROUP BERHAD
Company No. 10894-D
(Incorporated in Malaysia)

INTERIM FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE FIRST QUARTER
ENDED 31 MARCH 2020

Unaudited Condensed Consolidated Statement of Profit or Loss
Note
Revenue

3 months ended
31.03.2020
31.03.2019
RM’000
RM’000

Financial period ended
31.03.2020
31.03.2019
RM’000
RM’000

65,756

82,566

65,756

82,566

Operating expenses

A8

(73,052)

(82,287)

(73,052)

(82,287)

Other operating income

A9

4,373

5,615

4,373

5,615

(2,923)

5,894

(2,923)

5,894

(314)

(183)

(314)

(183)

(3,237)

5,711

(3,237)

5,711

(706)

(2,152)

(706)

(2,152)

(3,943)

3,559

(3,943)

3,559

(3,980)
37
(3,943)

3,540
19
3,559

(3,980)
37
(3,943)

3,540
19
3,559

(0.54)

0.48

(0.54)

0.48

(Loss)/Profit from operations
Finance cost
(Loss)/Profit before taxation
Taxation

B5

(Loss)/Profit for the financial
period
Attributable to:
Owners of the parent
Non-controlling interests

Basic/Diluted earnings per ordinary
share (sen):
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only know how to do a story or
think selling ads or page inventory is about back slapping advertisers at the nearest pub or karaoke.
WRONG!
The new challenges are sponsored content, customised stories,
and using data to refine and improve content offerings, or listening to what the data is saying and
acting accordingly. Most newspaper men of old have no clue about
big data, consumer targeting, and
all the growing possibilities of digital that surprise us ever day. So
instead of blaming the leaders or
taskforce, one should get into
a new way of looking at things:
BIG DATA.
Sparks are expected to fly with
angry shareholders demanding to
know the reasons behind the spate
of top-level executives leaving
and the plunge in profits, caused
by its video on demand platform
Dimsum.
But one shareholder spoke up
for minority shareholders and
SMG staff by filing a formal complaint to Securities Commission,
Bursa Malaysia, Registrar of Companies and the Minority Watchdog
Shareholders Group.
The complainant asked why top
management professionals have
resigned and left a vacuum leaving

... Some previous
CEO like Roy
Tan and until
recently Andreas
Vogiatzakis may
not have ink in
their veins, but
they knew how
to make the
media business
profitable which is
the main demon
that is haunting
the newspaper
business...
the independent board of directors
to steer the Group in competitive
uncharted waters.
But this complainant has now
been gagged by a legal letter.
It learnt another complaint was
also filed in Bahasa Malaysia to
the Labour Department by staff of
SMG, who feared they would be
retrenched soon.
Fireworks are expected to fly at
the coming AGM on June 22.
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... instead of
blaming the
leaders or
taskforce, one
should get
into a new way
of looking at
things: BIG
DATA...

But I won’t be holding my
breath. A retrenchment exercise
and Mutual Separation Scheme
is expected to be announced soon,
affecting hundreds of SMG staff.
If the game of musical chairs
does not stop, the staff of SMG
will find the chairs taken away by
their competitors in the advertising and media industry.
The post-truth era has already
given publishers painful lessons
to live with. So don’t get me stared

on the likes of Google and Facebook.
One thing is for sure:
we are all Fu**ed.
The scribe was a weekly contributing
columnist for The Star for almost nine
years writing about media, marketing and
advertising issues. Almost all proceeds
from his Sledgehammer column went to the
Home of Peace, a sanctuary for underaged
females from troubled homes.
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Tourism
dragon slayer,
Petronas and
MACC….
BY THE HAMMER

T
Click to read
this thread

here is no stopping Ivan
Omar, or the I/O in The I/O
Movement also known as
The In/Out Movement, who won
almost RM90 million worth of
advertising and media business
from Tourism Malaysia recently.
We covered this extensively in
Issue#246 of the WEEKENDER
three weeks ago. Subsequent to
that, we reached out to Ivan for a
follow-up piece but he seems to
have a lot on his hands currently.
Some friends tell me Ibrahim
Ivan Omar, apparently also goes
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This picture
seemingly
shows Ivan,
his brother
Bydar and
special assistant
Nuradilla.

by the honorific title of Dato Sri.
So I stand corrected if that is the
case Yang Berbahagia.
Never one to shy away from
the limelight, I was surprised not
to hear from him for weeks until I spotted the man in the news
when he gave his expert views
via email on Petronas’ RM3.2 billion F1 sponsorship.
But if one were to believe the
grapevine, I doubt Petronas will
listen to his advice after he was
unceremoniously escorted out
when he left his job there.
AND THEN CAME
THE CLINCHER….
The Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC) had
been investigating three company directors as well as officers in

Tourism Malaysia over a RM90
million advertising promotional
campaign contract.
The three directors have been
arrested on suspicion of paying
bribes to secure the huge contract.
MACC deputy chief commissioner (operations) Ahmad Khusairi Yahya confirmed the arrests
saying, “They were brought to
the Putrajaya Magistrate’s Court
for a remand application under
Section 117 of the Criminal Procedure Code.”
The suspects aged between 31
to 48 years old were detained on
June 10 and more arrests are expected.
It is believed the company
presented false documents and
information in its tender, which
saw it being offered the contract.
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PETRONAS
‘jugaad’s its way
into the hearts
of Indian
audiences
In a time when countries are
increasingly looking inwards and
focusing on insular opportunities
in a backdrop of health, economic
and political turbulence,
PETRONAS ‘Land of Light Bulbs’
is a breath of fresh air. Telling a tale
of hope and innovation, India’s
energy story is told through a
3-part series reminding us of ties

and culture, and its importance on
our lives.
PETRONAS is no stranger to
Malaysians, but cut the Straits
through the Bay of Bengal, and
brand awareness among business
leaders remains low.  
Undaunted, ‘Land of Light
Bulbs’ debuted at PETRONAS’
annual summit with government,
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policymakers and government the Bersama Merentas Zaman
stakeholders from the Indian 45th
Anniversary
campaign
energy sector, showing cultural picking up a Bronze APPIES.
depth that transcended the seas.
Behind the scenes, we comNot content to merely show- mend the cross-cultural partnercase PETRONAS energy soluship, combining the talents
tions, the film demonof India’s famed Rajesh
strates a perceptive unMapuskar (3 Idiots), Maderstanding of the sublaysia’s Rajay Singh and
continent. Inspiration is
Chan Woei Hern of Endrawn from ‘jugaad’, a
semble Worldwide who
frugal, flexible, and incluall play vital roles in lendsive approach to problem
ing the right touches of ensolving and innovation. It
tertainment, culture and
is the energy that drives
brand affiliation for the
India. This spirit of ingeIndian audience.
nuity is no sheer hack,
Don’t miss the behindbut a deep-rooted culture
the-scenes peek into the
among Indians. Transproduction.
lated through the journey
It is no surprise the film
of four misfit strangers, ‘ju– the only pure film storygaad’ draws deeper meantelling campaign in its
ing and parallels for our
category – took home
much-needed global rea Silver APPIES in the
silience.
Consumer & Business
Clearly ‘jugaad’ has
Services category, one
played its part with agency
of the most hotly contestand brand alike. No strang- Click on the ed and entered categories.
er to reinvention, PETRO- circles above for The audacity and bravery
NAS has gone through its
of the brand to consider
more...
own journey of innovation
a storytelling of this scale
over its 45-year history – celebrat- to woo a sea of 1.3 billion is comed with fanfare last year, with mendable.  
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DAVE TROTT’S BLOG

The Brief
Is What,
Not How
By Dave Trott

I

n 1945, the German submarine, U864, was to take a
secret cargo to Japan.
Sixty-five tons of mercury,
plus the blueprints to build a
jet plane (way ahead of
anything the allies had) plus
German jet engineers, as well
as Japanese torpedo and fuel
experts.
It was a very large U-boat
armed with 22 torpedoes.
A British submarine, HMS

Venturer, commanded by 25
year-old Jamie Launders, was
sent to intercept it.
They found it near
Norway, where they expected,
but they only saw its periscope,
it stayed submerged, so they
stayed submerged.
As both subs were under
water, and so invisible to each
other, it would have made
sense to use ASDIC (the British
version of Sonar) but Launders
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thought the loud ‘ping’ would
give them away, so he just used
passive sound location instead.
For 45 minutes they sat silently, eventually the U-boat
started to move.
The U-boat followed a zigzag course, and for three hours
Launders followed underwater.
Eventually he knew he must
attack, but he knew it would
take a torpedo 4 minutes to
reach the U-boat.
That meant they’d hear it
coming and take evasive action.
At that time, attacks were
in two dimensions, distance to
target and horizontal movement.
This would be the first ever
three-dimensional attack: it included depth.
Which involved getting the
current position of the U-boat
right, but more importantly its
position in 4 minute’s time, after it heard the torpedo coming.
Launders calculated according to speed, turning and
diving ability, and what he
thought the U-boat commander
would do.
He fired 4 torpedoes at 17
second intervals: one at the

... He fired 4
torpedoes at
17 second
intervals: one
at the U-boat,
one below it,
then one to
the lower left
and one to the
lower right...
U-boat, one below it, then one
to the lower left and one to the
lower right.
After 16 minutes they heard
a massive underwater explosion.
As Launders had predicted, the first torpedo made the
U-boat dive, straight into the
path of the second torpedo,
which made the U-boat veer
left, straight into the path of
the third torpedo which made
it veer right.
Straight into the path of the
fourth torpedo which hit it.
It was the only time, before
or since, that one submarine
had engaged and sunk another
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submarine while both were underwater.
It wasn’t something that
could ever be expected or
taught.
So it wasn’t written on the
brief, the brief just said to go
where the U-boat was going to
be and that the job was to sink
it.
The brief was WHAT
to do, not HOW to do it.
Too often nowadays
the people who write the
brief think it’s their job to
write a fully detailed and
proscriptive list of
HOW the job must be
done.
So you have
people who aren’t
trained to do the
job, tying the hands
of the people who
should be doing the
job.
Of course, the
people who write the
brief should be concerned with the business problem: WHAT
is the job to be done?
Those actually doing the job should be concerned only with HOW it
should be done.

It’s the job of the people
who write the brief to get the
RIGHT answer, it’s the job of
the people who do the work to
get that answer noticed and remembered.
That’s their job, that’s what
they should have been trained
for.
People writing briefs
have been trained in
marketing NOT communication.
People who do the
work have been trained
in communication
NOT marketing.
It works better when everyone does their
job and lets
other specialists do theirs.
Lt J S Launders
DSC RN, on
commissioning of
Venturer at Holy
Loch, 20 August
1943 (IWM
A18834)
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CREATIVE SHOWCASE

Client
Fine
Agency
Horizon FCB Dubai
Country:
United Arab Emirates
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www.bobhoffmanswebsite.com

The
Google
Bugle
by Bob Hoffman

G

oogle is so big and
unwieldy that the right
hand doesn’t know
what the right wrist is doing.
According to Bloomberg, while
actively trying to remove
idiotic coronavirus conspiracy
posts, their “programmatic” ad
technology is placing advertising
on the very sites that espouse
these conspiracies.
The New York Times reports
that a class action lawsuit filed
by a group of marketers alleges
that “Google violated federal
wiretap laws when it continued
to collect information about what
users were doing on the internet
without their permission even
though they were browsing in socalled private browsing mode...”

The complaint alleges that
“Google tracks and collects
consumer browsing history and
other web activity data no matter
what safeguards consumers
undertake to protect their data
privacy.”
Finally, three marketers are
bringing an anti-trust lawsuit
against Google claiming that
it “leveraged its stranglehold
on online search and search
advertising to gain an illegal
monopoly in brokering display
advertising on other companies’
websites.”
C’mon, they wouldn’t do that!
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